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This long-anticipated sixth edition of the Price Guide for the Beatles American Records by Perry

Cox and Frank Daniels contains thousands of listings and value for all Beatles and solo releases on

vinyl records, CDs and all tape formats, including reel-to-reel, 4-tracks, 8-tracks, Playtapes and

cassettes. The book contains over 1,000 color images to aid collectors in determining what a

legitimate relase looks like.
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Perry Cox is recognized as the leading expert on the values of the Beatles American records,

having authored or co-authored eight books on the subject. Frank Daniels has written numerous

article on the Beatles and maintains one of the first and largest websites for Beatles collectors. He

has assisted numerous authors on their Beatles projects.

This is the ultimate guide/bible for collecting Beatles US pressings. Pair this with the Bruce Spizer

collection of books that detail the making of all of the albums along with photos of all of the variants,

and you have everything you need. Additionally, this book utilizes Bruce Spizer's catalog numbers,

which I personally use when I catalog my items. The only thing negative I have to say about this

book is it's age. It's 9 years old and desperately needs an update. Otherwise, an amazing book.

Long time casual Beatle collector and recently slowly moving into the Bealte-collecting world



deeper. For several months I struggled to find information, questions i should be asking, values - I

am fortunate it doesn't come as an App or PDA version or i'd simply look at it too much. The layout,

photos, detail are wonderful. The intro is nicely unpatronizing. As said well abouve - I can't say

enough about the Herculean task these guys keep 'once more onto the breach' doing with each

new edition but...if I had a a humble wish list....in this digital priting and online age I'd love lots more

written on counterfeits and repros (with detailed photos and recs for how to avoid) and more

breakdown if possible on certain items in that dynamic of the gps from VG to NM pending on

availability, etc - something to address the collapse of the VG=50%, G=10% etc. But, man, this book

is so fantastic I can't complain and i'm sure it's getting better all the time....

Let's face it. Beatle memorabilia will always go up in price. Due to the fact that their story is as

intense as the music itself it's really hard to pinpoint exactly what will go up in price and what (if

anything) may go down. Add to that the ever present speculators and the forfeits and

bootlegs...what to do?Buy a book from a known source. It's what I did. Mr. Cox does a great job and

even though its been five years and the prices have gone up again, this is the book where you can

decide to start a serious Beatle collection. Well done and a constant source of information relevant if

only to collectors. A must have for serious ones like myself.

This book has been helpful to us in evaluating and learning more about our Beatles LP collection. It

is quite comprehensive.

I'm new to record collecting, and this is my first ever record price guide, so I found the learning

curve to be just a little bit steep. But now that I've gotten the hang of the terminology and the book's

layout, this guide has proven to be invaluable, not only ensuring that I know exactly what I'm looking

at, but also that I stay away from bad deals. The decision to include solo Beatles records and other

Apple releases was also brilliant and greatly appreciated.

I like it because it's very helpful for my collection. 5 stars & A++ Thanks!!

Awesome price guide but too bad it's 8 years old. Will an updated edition be coming out soon? I

sure hope so very soon.

Great Book with Quick Shipping, Thank You!!
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